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OUR
CONSTITUTIONAL GENIUS
Individual Freedom

under Majority Rule
By Chesterfield Smith

For the last two years the Florida Endowment for the Humanities has led the state in celebrating the Bicentennial of the Constitution. The 1987 Challenge Conferences were devoted to
constitutional issues. FEH supported nineteen other related programs across Florida.
Chesterfield Smith participated in several of these programs,
including the final, state-wide Challenge Conference. This article
by him, together with comments by five state leaders, is presented
as our concluding testimony to the importance of continuing discussion of our constitutional foundations.

hy has the American Constitution had a more
enduring impact than the constitution of any other
nation? What makes the rights and freedoms of
individual citizens protected by our Constitution
the marvel of people everywhere? As I see it, the genius of the
American Constitution is: 1) defining an independent federal judiciary, which is absolutely essential for the preservation of our cherished individual freedoms, and 2) providing for the time
consuming, inherently difficult, process of amending the
Constitution.

A RESPECTED JUDICIARY
Trying to identify the one supreme concept that
makes our constitutional republic work is an almost
impossible task. Nevertheless, Chesterfield Smith
has done it, singling out the federal judiciary as the
most significant guarantor of all our other constitutional benefits. Even compared to the freedoms
enumerated in the Bill of Rights-free speech, religious liberty, trial by jury, protection against selfincrimination, double jeopardy and unreasonable
search and seizure and all the rest-the independent judiciary is the most significant.
Without federal judges free from intimidation
and powerful enough to hold sway againstthe political passions of.Jhe moment, our constitutional
guarantees are merely words on paper. History
bears this out. In case after case, it has been the
courts which have upheld the rights not only of the
powerful and those in ascendancy, but also the
rights of the weak, and those in the minority,
thereby both preserving the faith of the people in
the social contract and serving as a national
conscience.
Federal judges have required presidents to obey
the Constitution, school boards to open classrooms
to blacks, legislatures to redraw their districts in the
spirit of "one person, one vote." Even more remarkable, politicians and the powerful have accepted
their decrees.
Clearly, it is the special American respect for the
judiciary which has held our country together
through 200 years and made it such a special

B
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Civil Liberties/Popular Sovereignty
All Americans agree that governmental policymaking should be
subject to control by persons accountable to voting citizens. At the
same time, certain prime aspirations and values of the American
people-such as freedoms of speech, press, religion, and due
process and equal protection of the laws-are just as fundamental
and axiomatic. These fundamental American aspirations would be
of little permanent value to minorities if court decisions interpreting them could easily be modified, reversed, or ignored.
Popular sovereignty suggests the will of the people, but constitutional law suggests limitations of that will. Under the American
system, defining the scope and limitation of the will of the people
can only be constitutionally implemented through the processes of
the sovereign states-with their political and economic diversity.
The extent to which those fundamental and axiomatic constitutional freedoms may be compromised or balanced by electorally
accountable policymaking still wisely remains, on a long-range
basis, in the people of the separate states.

Sam P. Bell, Ill
Florida House of Representatives
28th District
Daytona Beach

AN EFFECTIVE JUDICIARY

I

agree with Mr. Smith's conclusion that an independent federal judiciary and a difficult method of
changing the Constitution offer protection to those
the federal courts have declared to possess certain
rights. These constitutional schemes give stability
to our form of government.
On the other hand, because the federal judiciary
is bound to the principle of following precedent,
once a provision of the Constitution is interpreted a
certain way, years of bitter experiences may be
encountered before the federal courts or the constitutional amendment processes change that inter-
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pretation. Such "years of bitter experiences" are
called to mind when we consider the period from
1896's "separate but equal" ruling to 1954's
"equal educational opportunity for everyone" ruling. In that situation, change through constitutional
amendment was impossible; change through federal court interpretation was slow in coming; but,
change other than through an independent federal
judiciary would probably have been impossible.
American history teaches that our constitutional
scheme has protected minorities with "right" on
their sides, but we must never forget that this same
scheme can, through the practice of following precedent, "lockout" righteous minorities. Consequently, when considering methods of affording
protection to minorities and persons with unpopular causes, I place more importance on an independent federal judiciary that attracts outstanding
applicants than on our method of changing the
1111
Constitution.

Civil liberties or freedoms are rarely self-defining and are never
self-enforcing. Any political system which intends to effectively
recognize those rights must always make a fundamental choice
about who is to define and enforce them. Many societies have chosen to give politically sensitive legislators the last word in deciding
their scope. America, on the other hand, has wisely chosen to give
precise meaning to those concepts by using insulated federal
judges to construe an always evolving written document called a
Constitution.
Using insulated federal judges, instead of members of congress,
to define and enforce personal rights has important practical
advantages. When the issue is whether an individual possesses a
right to do as he or she wishes regardless of the desires of those running the government, it doesn't make functional sense to allow
those running the government to decide the question. Under such
an arrangement in other countries, close cases are almost always
resolved against the individual and in favor of the politically
powerful.

An Independent Judiciary

joseph W. Hatchett

Circuit judge
United States Court of Appeals
Tallahassee

THE AMENDMENT PROCESS
The amendment process as built into the U. S.
Constitution is defended by arguing that its very
cumbersome, time consuming nature is an effective
defense against hasty tinkering-possibly during
the reign of one of Mr. Smith's transitory minorities.
This inherited process of amendment was a creature of its own technological day. With crude communication and transportation facilities, the only
vehicles for debate and collective judgment were
the legislative bodies of the nation and its states; the
public voice was indirect at best.
Today, by contrast, we are technologically capable of instant communication. At one extreme,
then, we could amend the Constitution by popular
vote registered by telephone or television following,
say, six months of scheduled TV debate on the
issues. Thus having a form of instant democratic
expression, although admittedly vulnerable to the
persuasions of those best skilled in media
techniques.
Certainly, speeding up the amendment process
by linking it to the public judgment by technology
is but one, admittedly extreme, response to the
clumsiness and slow responsiveness of the present
process. Clearly, other options do exist for improve-
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The Constitution wisely provides that federal judges hold their
office during good behavior and receive a compensation which
cannot be diminished during their judicial service. Unlike elected
officials, independent federal judges thus face no periodic accounting to a constituency at the polls. Life tenure and income protection for the judges of federal courts encourage resistance to those
popular moods of the moment which have not been expressed in
law and promote the fidelity of federal judges to the enduring values embodied in the Constitution. Allowing federal judges who are
relatively insulated from public opinion to define the scope of civil
liberties and freedoms is thus far more likely to result in the sustained and vigorous enunciation of such rights than a system
which relegates the task to those beholden to the politically
powerful.
A federal judge has no specific constitutional authority to overrule decisions of the president, the congress, or even local officials.
Federal judicial power to define and protect civi II iberties and freedoms flows instead from the task of resolving disputes between
contesting parties: between a person and her or his government, or
between a person and his or her neighbors. This power is imposed
on federal judges by congress.
In carrying out that assignment, a federal judge is forced to select
the governing rule of law from among a number of possible sources
as advanced by the contesting parties. Litigants almost always
point to different sources, and a federal judge must use a ra,nking
system to decide which law takes precedence. The elementary
ranking rules are dictated by rudimentary civic theorems. judgemade common law rules must give way to valid administrative regulations, which in turn are outweighed by statutes, which may
themselves be overridden by the Constitution.
It is in the inevitable process of deciding whether the rule of law
asserted by one contesting party (often the government invoking a
statute or an administrative regulation) conflicts with a higherranking rule of law asserted by another contesting party (often an
aggrieved individual invoking the Constitution) that federal judges
map the precise scope of civil freedoms and privileges in America's scheme of government.
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Majorit;1 Rule
Of course, the very effectiveness of an insulated federal judge as
a one-person generator of civil liberties and freedoms is in tension
with our deeply felt respect for democratic decision making-our
national commitment to majority rule. A great deal of that tension
could be relieved by the recognition that some of what passes for
majority rule at any given time is in fact one transient minority or
another which has managed for a short period to attain political
ascendancy. Thus, allowing federal judges temporarily to check
such a transient and temporary, though powerful, minority in the
name of an existing consensus concerning civil rights is hardly a
serious long-range challenge to democratic political theory.
While the electorate cannot exercise direct and immediate political control over the constitutional decisions of independent federal judges, it can and frequently does exercise long-term control
by duly enacted statutory laws over the non-constitutional interpretations of these judges. Surely American history leaves little
doubt that when a serious tension develops between the direction
in which an independent federal judge is leading and the direction
in which the electorate is ultimately determined to move, the electorate, not the judge, will in time prevail. The citizen majority in
the end always prevai Is if the majority stays a majority.
Erroneous judicial interpretations of the Constitution can be corrected by the electorate: first, by the application of the legislatures
of two-thirds of the several states; or, second, by the proposal of
two-thirds of the members of both houses of congress. Either
method then wisely requires the ratification of the proposed
amendment of the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths
of the several states. That procedure is a maddening, frustrating
and politically debilitating obstacle course to those who fervently
believe that a particular constitutional change deserves immediate
enactment. Happily, in America, hasty or frivolous constitutional
rewrites are not allowed.

The Proper Balance
Proper balance remains the recurring constitutional dilemma.
What weight should be afforded to specific expressions in the Constitution as contrasted to the obvious popular wi II of the present?
How important in constitutional construction are the past statements or positions of the various persons, committees, conventions
and state legislatures associated with the constitutional founding?
Is it possible to ascertain the intent of two hundred years ago for
application to present conditions? Should long-standing judicial
interpretations of the Constitution be modified only by amendment
or revision?
Throughout the world, majority rule has too often degenerated
into totalitarianism. That result has usually grown out of either: a)
government persecution of religious, racial or ethnic minorities, or
b) leadership manipulation of the machinery of succession. The
first is an attempt to force all society into the majority mold of the
state; the second is the further transformation of the entire nation
into a single political party. Those two processes can plausibly be
understood to be transitory social diseases, but a simple appeal to
majorities alone-even supermajorities-is manifestly incapable of
curbing them.

ment of the amendment system. Some would blend
the speed of decision allowed by technology with
the virtues of the slow but careful legislative
involvement now mandated. Attorney Smith's
thoughts on this sensitive, complex issue would be
a major contribution.
1111

Harry C. Adley
Adley Associates, Inc.
Sarasota

A THIRD STROKE OF GENIUS
Chesterfield Smith takes his stand on a stool that
needs a third leg. Certainly the Constitution's
genius resides in the power it reserves to insulated
judges to interpret it, and in the obstacles it presents
to any mob that wants to amend it. But the Constitution braces these two elements upright with an
essential third stroke of genius: it guarantees freedom of speech and press to explain it.
Smith argues incompletely when he says "the
electorate, not the judge, will in time prevail" if
serious tension arises between them. The Constitution subjects the electorate to free argument that
can, over time, change those voters' minds, or at
least restrain their reb ell ion. I cite the South's serious tension with the Warren court over Brown v.
Board of Education and its ultimate shift to compliance when the issue, exhaustively argued, was
examined over time. Absent the explanatory mechanism imbedded in the genius of the First Amendment, a mob blinded to counter-arguments and
unimpeded by answers to demagogues could rush
to impeach and amend.
1111

Eugene Patterson
Chairman of the Board and
Chief Executive Officer
St. Petersburg Times
St. Petersburg
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LEGITIMATING
INDIVIDUALITY

The Individual Prevails

Our Constitution is the political document most
responsible for providing the nourishing environment that allows different cultures to sink new roots
and develop in our soil. It is not so unusual for a
nation's constitution to provide guarantees to its citizens on the basis of individual rights, but what is
unique about our Constitution is that the Founding
Fathers took pains to provide it with the mechanisms to make those guarantees real.
Those rights which Chesterfield Smith discusses
are, above all, individual rights. Because no single
group has these rights, we have succeeded in avoiding the "tyranny of the majority." It has made possible an exciting balancing act among groups, all of
which can legitimately claim their place in society
without incurring governmental wrath or the majority's domination.
In an age when peoples from so many different
parts of the globe are coming to the United States,
it is a testimony to the lasting value of the Constitution that, in becoming new Americans,they do so
on the basis of their individualities.
II

Modesto A. (Mitch) Maidique
President
Florida International University
Miami

Happily, the American Constitution rather uniquely addresses
individual positions instead of group positions. The positions
claimed by multifarious groups-whether political units like cities
and states; rural, urban, agricultural or industrial communities; or
those drawn together by religious or racial affinity-often and
almost inevitably change. However, the interest of a citizen as an
individual-whether or not a member of one or more of those
groups-almost never changes. Indeed, those governments concerned with nurturing and enhancing their society's collective
interest, in contradistinction to the interests of individuals, usually
have failed.
It is not always clear why America has been successful in counteracting those social tendencies prevalent elsewhere. What is
clear is that judicial oversight by an independent federal judiciary,
coupled to a difficult and time consuming process of constitutional
amendment, has helped.
Those two constitutional precepts, an independent, impartial
federal judiciary, and a difficult and involved method of constitutional change, clearly are and remain the prime protection of those
Americans temporarily or permanently out of governmental power.
The powerful need no protection, the weak always do. Under our
Constitution, by those provisions, the weak are protected.
II

Chesterfield Smith, lawyer, chaired
the Florida Constitution Revision Commission (1965-67) which produced the
present Florida Constitution, presided
over the American Bar Association
(1973-74) during the Watergate hearings,
is an international voice for human rights
under law.

"The safeguards of liberty
have frequently been forged in controversies
involving not very nice people:'
Justice Felix Frankfurter

"Ybu hear about constitutional rights,
free speech, and the free press. Every time I hear
these words I say to myself, 'That man is a Red,
that man is a Communist:
Ybu never hear a real American talk like that:'

"There is no spirit of arrogance in
the new federal Constitution.
When experience has taught us its mistakes,
the people whom zt preserves,
absolutes all powerful, can reform and amend them:'

Frank Hague

Tench Coxe
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GRANTS AWARDED
The FEH Board of Directors considered twenty-six proposals during February. Grants were awarded to
fourteen, two of which later withdrew,
for a total of $104,738. Thirty-two proposals for projects were considered at
the May meeting. Grants were
approved for twenty-four, totaling
$215,156.
The thirty-six approved projects are:

Multi-Cultural Dimensions of Florida
History-a teacher training institute.
Sponsor: Florida State University Center for Professional Development & Public Service. (FEH grant: $9,000.)
Scheduled for July 11-15, 1988, at
FSU.
Contact Karen L. Bickley (904) 6443801.

GAINESVILLE
PENSACOLA
Barkley House: A Marriage of Cultures wi II use the restoration of Pensacola's oldest masonry house as the
occasion for a symposium on the lifestyles, cultures and peoples of Pensacola
in the early 1800s, plus a brochure on
Barkley House.
Sponsor: Pensacola Heritage Foundation. (FEH grant: $4,050. Approximate
total cost: $9,000.)
Scheduled for October 15, 1988, at
Barkley House.
Contact Gwen Roland (904) 4386505.
Multi-Cultural Values Education: Perspectives from Europe, Asia, the Middle
East, and Latin America-a teacher
training institute.
Sponsor: University of West Florida,
College of Arts and Sciences. (FEH
grant: $9,000.)
Scheduled for July 25-29 at UWF.
Contact Ron Evans (904) 474-2690.

TALLAHASSEE
Blacks and the Constitution of the
United States, a conference designed to
induce penetrating discussion of how
Blacks have fared under the U. S.
Constitution.
Sponsor: The Florida Agricultural and
Mechanical University (FEH grant:
$5,538. Approximate total cost:
$13,000.)
Scheduled for Oct. 20 & 21, 1988, at
Ramada Inn East.
Contact Grace R. Maxwell (904) 5993305.

Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings Symposium, featuring papers, and informal discussions in conjunction with festive recreations, dramatic presentations, and
book and museum displays.
Sponsor: The Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings Society (FEH grant: $1,500.
Approximate total cost: $15,000.).
Scheduled for April 7-9, 1988, at the
University of Florida and Cross Creek.
Contact Theron Yawn (904) 3743631.

Culture and the Arts in Latin America, critical encounters with Latin American music and visits with Latin
American women writers through lectures, symposia and radio shows.
Sponsor: Center for Latin American
Studies at the University of Florida. (FEH
grant: $6,500. Approximate total cost:
$35,000.)
Scheduled variously from Sept. 1988
through May 1989 at the University of
Florida, the Hippodrome Theatre, and
over WUFT-FM.
Contact Kerry Oliver-Smith (904)
392-0375.

GAINESVILLE AREA
Black Sem.inole: a televised account
of escaped slaves who found refuge
among Seminoles (which means "outcasts") and fought with the Indians in the
Seminole Wars of 1817-19 and 1835-42.
Sponsor: WUFT-TV, (FEH grant:
$10,000. Approximate total cost:
$63,000.)
Scheduled for broadcast in 1989,
available to all Florida network affiliates.
Contact Peter Morrill (904) 392-5551.

CITRUS, LEVY & MARION COUNTIES
Southern Culture and LanguagePast, Present and Future! Six prominent
scholars each spend a week in residence
giving talks and participating in discussions at various locations.
Sponsor: Central Florida Community
College Foundation (FEH grant:
$21,775. Approximate total costs:
$135,000.)
Scheduled monthly (except for Dec. &
Jan.), Sept. 1988-Apri I 1989, at sites
including Curtis-Peterson Auditorium in
Lecanto, Williston Community Hall in
Williston, Fine Arts Auditorium in
Ocala, and The Appelton Museum in
Silver Springs.
Contact Casius H. (Cash) Pealer (904)
237-2111.

DELAND
Multicultural History of the St. Johns
River-a teacher traininginstitute.
Sponsor: Theatre Center, Inc. (FEH
grant: $8,900.)
Scheduled for June 20-24, 1988, at
Stetson University and various field
locations.
Contact Rene Sands (904) 734-5109.

NEW SMYRNA BEACH
Ethics of Change: Humanistic Values
versus Technological Imperatives-a
three day forum featuring addresses by
Senator William Proxmire, poet Howard
Nemerov, astronaut Michael Collins,
and theologian Martin Marty-plus
panels and general discussion.
Sponsor: Atlantic Center for the Arts
(FEH grant: $8,700. Approximate total
cost: $42,000.)
Scheduled for Feb. 19-21, 1988, at the
Atlantic Center for the Arts, proceedings
to be available in September, 1988.
Contact James J. Murphy (904) 4276975.

WINTER PARK
Paradise and Paradise Lost: Perceptions of Florida by the Peoples Who
Have Come to Her-a teacher training
institute.
Sponsor: Rollins College (FEH grant:
$8,750.)
Scheduled for June 20-24, 1988, at
The Rollins College Faculty Club, with
field trips to Eatonville and Wekiva.
Contact Jack Lane (407) 646-2273.
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ORLANDO & WINTER PARK
Windows into the World of the Renaissance Artist, a series of presentations/
lectures/discussions wherein nationally
recognized scholars demonstrate how
the theatre, music, Iiterature, and art of
the Renaissance continue to shape our
history.
Sponsor: University of Central Florida.
(FEH grant: $7,523. Approximate total
cost: $17,000.)
Scheduled for February through
March, 1988.
Contact Stuart Omans (305) 4252273.
ORLANDO
Noontime Knowledge at Your Community College, a series of nine presentations/discussions on topics ranging
from medieval Japanese literature to the
history of Florida's politics.
Sponsor: Valencia Community College (FEH grant: $4,900. Approximate
total cost: $20,326.)
Scheduled for Sept.-Nov., 1988,
noons at Valencia C. C. Downtown Center, early evenings at Williamsburg
Clubhouse.
Contact Beatrice B. Ettinger (407)
299-5000 (Ext. 3116).

Black Women Writers in American
Literature will consider which black
women writers will have an established
place in American anthologies of the
twenty-first century.
Sponsor: University of Central Florida,
Department of English (FEH grant:
$6,390. Approximate total cost:
$16,000.)
Scheduled for Jan. 19-20, 1989 at the
Public Library, Wymore Career Education Center (Eatonville), and the UCF
McKnight Center of Excellence-with
proceedings to be published.
Contact John Schell (407) 275-2212.

LAKELAND, DADE CITY, CLEARWATER

TAMPA AREA

The History of the First South Florida
Missionary Baptist Association (18881988), developed through forums and
reports involving 97 member churches,
culminating in a booklet and exhibit
showing the heart of black history in
Florida.
Sponsor: South Florida Missionary
Baptist Association (FEH grant: $6,700.
Approximate total cost: $17,000 .)
Scheduled for March 21-26 in Lakeland, May in Dade City, November atthe
Mt. Carmel M.B. Church in Clearwater-with exhibit to continue at both
the Public Library and the Martin Luther
King Jr. Center of Clearwater.
Contact Altermese S. Bentley (407)
322-7875.

Bealsville: Black Community
Through Time, a video inquiry into a
community-founded at the end of the
Civil War by people freed from neighboring plantations-where many still
own land their ancestors homesteaded
and trace their history back to the Seminole Wars.
Sponsor: Arts Co unci I of Tampa/Hi lisborough County. (FEH grant: $6,919.
Approximate total cost $38,000.)
Scheduled for broadcast over WEDU/
Channel13 during 1989, with an inaugural showing at Bealsville's Glover
School and follow-up use in Hillsborough County schools.
Contact Tom Mills (813) 253-2736.

ST. PETERSBURG
LAKELAND, BRANDON, SARASOTA
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings in the
Library: readings/discussions, films, and
a play help readers to enter Rawling's
Cross Creek literature.
Sponsor: University of South Florida,
Division of Lifelong Learning. (FEH
grant: $7,452. Approximate total cost:
$17,600.)
Scheduled for weekly sessions at the
Lakeland Public Library (Oct. 6-Nov.
10), Brandon Public Library (Oct. 3-Nov.
7), Sarasota's Selby Public Library (Oct.
4-0ct. 25).
Contact Lagretta Lenker (813) 9742403.

TAMPA

TARPON SPRINGS

jazz, jam, No Jive, in which a group
of Tampa young people create out of
black literature and their experiencekeyed to original music by Nat Adderley-vignettes on the black side of life.
Sponsor: Playmakers Theatre (FEH
grant: $5,000. Approximate total cost:
$90,000.)
Scheduled for Aug. 4-28, 1988, at
Ybor City's Cuban Club.
Contact: Mark Hunter or Barbara
Smith (813) 248-6933.

Mirroring Diversity: The Florida Ethnic Experience in History, Literature,
and The Arts-a teacher training
institute.
Sponsor: City of Tarpon Springs,
Department of Cultural Affairs (FEH
grant: $9,000.)
Scheduled for July 25-29, 1988, at the
Tarpon Springs Cultural )Center.
Contact Kathleen Monahan (813)
938-3711 (Ext. 209).

Florida Fusion: An Exploration of a
Multidimensional Culture-a teacher
training institute.
Sponsor: Florida Historical Society
(FEH grant: $9,000.)
Scheduled for Aug. 15-19, 1988, at
the USF Library.
Contact Lewis N. Wynne (813) 9685664.
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T. S. Eliot and The Modernists: uses
the centennial of Eliot's birth as an
opportunity to cruise from the dialectical imagination of Eliot through the theater and music hall-with visits to Dali
and Stravinsky along the way-to end
with poetry and the possibility of political discourse.
Sponsor: University of South Florida's
School of Extended Studies (FEH grant:
$5,253. Approximate total costs:
$12,500.)
Scheduled to be held at the Poynter
Institute and Dali Museum, Oct. 28 &
29,1988.
Contact Lagretta Lenker (813) 9742403.

ST. PETERSBURG BEACH
Florida in the American Experience:
Past and Present, a three-day concentrated seminar based on a specially prepared reader-designed for future
replication at other locations.
Sponsor: Florida State University Program in American Studies. (FEH grant:
$16,846. Approximate total cost:
$38,700.)
Scheduled for October 6-9, 1988, at
The Trade Winds on St. Petersburg
Beach.
Contact Jan DeCosmo (904) 6441020.

AVON PARK
A Celebration of the Bicentennial of
the Constitution, features free noncredit adult courses on the Constitution,
a panel on "Blacks and the Constitution," and a Constitution Day complete
with speakers, bands, and costumes-
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linked to an essay contest and program
in the schools.
Sponsor: South Florida Community
College. (FEH grant: $7,000. Approximate total cost: $20,000.)
Scheduled for January through June,
1988, on the South Florida Community
College campus and adjacent locations.
Contact Robert Fitzgerald (813) 4536661, Ext. 197.
VENICE

Patterns of Culture in Florida-a
teacher training institute.
Sponsor: Manatee Community College (FEH grant: $9,000.)
Scheduled for Aug. 1-5, 1988, at the
MCC South Campus Library.
Contact Robert Khoury (813) 4933504 (Ext. 2631).
BOCA RATON

Florida: The Melting Pot-a teacher
training institute.
Sponsor: Florida Atlantic University,
College of Humanities (FEH grant:

$9,000.)

Scheduled for June 13-17, 1988, at
Henderson School.
Contact Harry Kersey (407) 3933840.
FORT LAUDERDALE, MIAMI,
TALLAHASSEE, ORLANDO and
ELSEWHERE

An American Jewish Mosaic in
Microcosm will search out and collect
the artifacts, documents and human records which provide a Florida perspective
on an ethnic community in transition.
Sponsor: Soref Jewish Community
Center of Greater Fort Lauderdale. (FEH
grant: $8,000. Approximate total cost:

$113,000.)

Scheduled for preparatory phase to
continue through 1989, with a traveling
exhibit ready in 1990.
Contact Laura Hochman (305) 7926700.
MIAMI

Florida and the Gulf Territories in the
Age of Charles Ill of Spain, a conference
wherein outstanding scholars from Florida, Spain, Canada and elsewhere will
bring us up to date on a reign which
ended 200 years ago.
Sponsor: Count of Galvez Historical
Society (FEH grant: $13,416. Approximate total cost: $33,000.)
Scheduled for Oct. 6-8, 1988, at Hotel
Inter-Continental Theatre (Miami Cen-

ter) and elsewhere in conjunction with
the Hispanic Heritage Festival-proceedings to be published.
Contact Patricia R. Wickman (305)

364-4208.
language and Public Policy: English
as the Official language-Advance or
Retreat? an address by Joshua A. Fishman, professor of linguistics at Yeshiva
University, followed by an open forum.
Sponsor: Florida International University (FEH grant: $4,892·. Approximate
total cost: $12,000.)
Scheduled for Oct. 13, 1988, at University Park (lecture) and Oct. 14 at
Miami-Dade Public Library, Main
Branch (forum).
Contact Ana Roca (305) 554-2851.
Critics' lecture Series IX will feature
author/critic Robert Hughes, Phillipe de
Montebello of New York's Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Grace Gluck of the New
York Times, and novelisUcritic Carlos
Fuentes.
Sponsor: The Art Museum at Florida
International University. (FEH grant:
$5,000. Approximate total cost:

$26,000.)

Scheduled for Oct. 21, 1988, and Jan.
13, March 17, and May 5, 1989, at Florida International University-University
Park.
Contact Dahlia Morgan (305) 554-

2890.
1988 Miami Book Fair International,
with specific attention to the development of reading/discussion programs in
the Miami-Dade Public Library System
prior to this (fifth) annual extravaganza,
the largest literary book fair in the country, attracting over 300,000 people.
Sponsor: Miami Book Fair International. (FEH grant: $14,500. Approximate total cost: $470,000.)
Scheduled to be held on the MiamiDade Wolfson Campus and surrounding
streets Nov. 13-20, 1988, with library
programs preceding.
Contact Yillian Coppolechia (305)

347-3258.

KEY WEST

The American Short Story: A Renaissance, the topic of the seventh annual
Key West Literary Seminar, will include
formal panels, informal conversations,
exhibits, film showings, multiple notables, avid participants, and a follow-up
session on how-to-do-it other places.
Sponsor: Key West Literary Seminar,
Inc. (FEH grant: $25,000. Approximate
total cost: $125,000.)
Scheduled for Jan. 12-15, 1989, at
various sites-with a "tour" version
being held at several South Florida
Ii braries-to be followed by four TV programs on Dade & Broward County cable
TV, public radio broadcast, national
media coverage, and a full report in the

Council for Florida Libraries Newsletter.
Contact Monica Haskell (305) 7453640.

MEDIA

Geronimo and the Apache Resistance, a television documentary of a
people from the Southwest who spent
some time in Florida (at the insistence of
the U. S. Government) and became a
legend.
Sponsor: WGBH Educational Foundation, Boston. (FEH grant: $10,000.
Approximate total cost: $300,000.)
Watch for PBS National Broadcast in
1989 or 1990.
Contact Niel Goodwin, Peace River
Films (617) 492-7990.
Fort Mose, script development of a
television docudrama showing the
newly discovered true story of the first
settlement of free blacks in North America and their leader, Francisco
Menendez.
Sponsor: Film News Now. (FEH grant:
$10,000. Approximate total cost:

$25,000.)

Intended to lead to audience testing in
St. Augustine in 1990, national/international broadcast in 1992.
Contact Samira Osman (202) 3339305.

South Florida: Its Cultural Experience-a teacher training institute.
Sponsor: Historical Museum of Southern Florida (FEH grant: $7, 140.)
Scheduled for August 15-19, 1988, at
the Historical Museum.
ContactTimothy Schmand (305) 375-

1492.
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America's Lost Lagoon, research and
script development for a TV documentary on the interaction of men, women
and nature along Florida's Indian River
over the last five hundred years (from
Indian times, to Spaceport days).
Sponsor: Marine Resources Council
of The Florida Institute of Technology
(FEH grant: $10,000. Approximate total
cost: $35,000.)
Intended to lead to broadcast quality
video treatment.
Contact Nancy Yasecko (803) 7913967.
Colored Glass: Four Women Writers
of Florida, a film documentary using
four themes-place, race/gender, solitude, and cultural focus-to enter the literary legacies of Lydia Cabrera, Marjory
Stoneman Douglas, Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings, and Zora Neale Hurston.
Sponsor: Women's Studies Center,
Florida International University. (FEH
grant: $8,250. Approximate total cost:
$98,000.)
Scheduled for field testing in Miami,
Coral Gables and Fort Lauderdale, Feb.Apr., 1989, to be telecast over WPWT,
Miami, and other stations (video cassettes available to schools, community
groups and others).
Contact: Marily Hader-Salman or
Joyce Shaw Peterson (305) 554-2408.

NOTICE
Speakers still available: As of September first, over sixty presentations by
members of the FEH Speakers Bureau
have been scheduled across the statefrom Pensacola to Miami, Jacksonville to
Fort Myers. However, there are still funds
available to enable your group to host an
FEH speaker even if you have already
done so. Send your application for a
speaker to the FEH office. If you have
misplaced (or never got) the Speakers
Bureau brochure, please inquire. We
will be glad to send you one and answer
II
any questions.

Board Meeting Dates
During 1988-89 the FEH Board meets:
September 9 in Tampa
December 2 in Tampa
March 31 in Tallahassee
June 2 in Tampa
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A VIEW FROM THE BOARD
All of us are aware that the humanities
umanist, humane, humanities, humanism all are famil- are neutral to theological positions.
iar and related terms. But Among our American colleagues in the
even within the circle of our humanities are representatives of almost
coworkers, we wi II not go far before every religious denomination on the
finding vigorous differences regarding American scene of the Christian and
what these terms connote. Our own Jewish varieties, with a sprinkling of
National Endowment says, "the term Moslem, Buddhist, Brahmin, to Agnostic
humanities includes, but is not limited and Theist, maybe even a Hare Krishna.
to, the study of the following disciplines: Too many of the members of fundamenhistory; philosophy; languages; linguis- talist sects are sure that all humanists are
tics; Iiterature; archaeology; jurisprud- atheists, and that atheists are devi I worence; the history, theory and criticism of shipers, trying to destroy all morality.
the arts; ethics; comparative religion; Too many persons, terming themselves
and those aspects of the social sciences humanists because of unhappy experithat employ historical or philosophical ences with theistic groups, insist that no
approaches." Is education one of the humanist can be accepted as such if he
Humanities? Where does medicine or she maintains a belief in a deity or a
hereafter. Both, of course, are disascome in?
It is possible to say that whatever trously confused, and harmfu I to the
improves the quality and satisfaction of humanities, which properly encompass
human life is included within the realm all who "desire to improve the quality
of the humanities. Medicine heals and and satisfaction of human life".
improves human life, physically or psyAs Board members of the Florida
chologically. It, like any of the humani- Endowment for the Humanities, we have
ties, makes use of every discovery of the dedicated ourselves to the expansion of
sciences which can make human life the humanities into every section and
more effective. So does education, and community of our state. At the same
all the other ways we have of augment- time we commit ourselves to building a
ing human life. It is in just this way that better understanding of what the
the humanities get stretched far beyond humanities are and of what they offer in
the limits which we, their advocates, pleasure and enrichment to every
human being. With more adequate
usually impose on them.
At this point we can see how the terms quarters we will now be able to give
humanist and humanism have become more effort and attention to getting
increasingly vague and confusing. There humanities programs into every county
are more than twenty organized groups and community in Florida. Our goal is to
of "humanists" in the United States have touched every human being in
alone: the American Humanist Associ- Florida with a greater awareness of the
ation, Ethical Humanists, Christian growth and satisfaction to be obtained
II
Humanists, Catholic Humanists, Jewish through such participation.
Humanists, Architectural Humanists,
Psychiatric Humanists, Medical
Humanists, Humanist Counselors, etc.
There is even one small group that really
calls itself Secular Humanists.
Scholars of pre-history assure us that
humanism was present as soon as
human beings recognized that human
survival depends on the civic virtues.
Virtues such as honesty, mutual tolerance and cooperation made human
GEORGE E. BEAUCHAMP, PH. D.
society possible. Most religions and religious groups have tried to encourage
just such civic virtues.
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HERNANDO DE SOTO'S

ENTRADA

INTO LA FLORIDA
By Jerald T. Milanich

DeSoto's Route
through La Florida~--~-

/

I

--half century before Sir Walter
Raleigh established his illfated Roanoke colony on the
North Carolina coast, the
Spanish conquistador Hernando deSoto
organized a major overland expedition
to explore, conquer, fortify, and settle La
Florida.
This incredible journey was not an
isolated endeavor by Spain. Beginning
with juan Ponce de Leon's first voyage
along Florida's coasts in 1513, and continuing through Pedro Menendez de
Aviles' founding of St. Augustine in the
late 1560's, Spain sought to expand its
New World empire into what is now the
eastern United States. Fabulous wealth
had been found elsewhere in the New
World. It was hoped that La Florida,
might similarly contain wealth in its
interior. In addition, Spain wished to
establish an overland route from the
Atlantic coast westward to New Spain
(Mexico). And control of the Florida

-~-

coasts was sought in order to protect
treasure-laden Spanish ships carrying
New World wealth back to Spain.

Hernando de Soto, Conquistador
De Soto was born about 1500 in the
area of Spain called Extremadura which
produced such Spanish New World conquistadors as Vasco Nunez de Balboa,
Hernando Cortes, and Francisco
Pizarro. Like many of the Spanish aristocracy, de Soto's family had .distinguished itself .fighting the Moors during
the reconquista. Military successes had
embellished the family's coat of arms
and resulted in many family members
being knighted.
Almost nothing is known about de
Soto's early years in Spain. The best evidence indicates that he sailed to the
NewWorld in 1514, in the entourage of
the newly named governor of the Castilla del Oro (modern Panama). Also
accompanying the governor was Fran-

cisco Vasquez de Coronado, who would
come to explore what is now the southwestern United States.
By 1520, at the age of 20, deSoto was
a captain who had already participated
in military actions against the Panamanian Indians. As a portion of his share of
booty, he received the right to use a
number of Indians as laborers, providing
him a source of revenue. His partner in
many ventures was Hernan Ponce de
Leon; a later associate was Francisco
Pizarro.
Throughout the 1520's, de Soto participated in military exploits in Panama
and Nicaragua, some against rival Spaniards. By late 1531, when he left Panama, de Soto had amassed great wealth
from slave trading and from gold taken
from the Indians. With this wealth he
was able to build ships and otherwise
expand his activities, including maintaining a cadre of military aides, infantry,
and cavalry.
H
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The Landing

COURTESY OF USF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

A woodcut from the 1730 edition of Herrera's 1601 Historia General de los Hechos

But de Soto was to garner even greater
wealth. From 1531 through 1535 he
accompanied Pizarro and other Spaniards in the conquest and looting of the
Inca civilization in Peru. DeSoto played
a significant role in military engagements, experience that would serve him
well in La Florida. Following the Spanish
execution of the Inca leader Atahualpa
and the occupation of Cuzco, de Soto
helped to distribute the stolen wealth.
He departed Peru in late 1535, sailing
on to Spain in early 1536. With him
were men who would later serve him on
the Florida expedition.
Back in Spain, deSoto used his riches
to hire servants and secure the trappings
appropriate to someone of his station.
He was presented at court and, with his
entourage of military aides, created
quite a stir. He married his first love, Isabel de Bobadilla, daughter of the Castilla
de Oro governor with whom he had first
traveled to the New World.
He had achieved every mark of status
he could aspire to save one, his own
domain.
In 1537, after a suitable review of
opportunities and appropriate scheming, Char.les V granted deSoto commissions to advance his Catholic Majesty's
cause by bringing La Florida into the
kingdom. In addition, de Soto was to
hold, as marquess, land of his choice
measuring 30 leagues by 15 leagues.
And, to assure the support base for his
expedition, he was made adelantado,
governor and captain general of Fernandina Island (Cuba). Hernando, "The
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Most Magnificent Lord Governor," was
ready for his destiny.

Preparations
The La Florida expedition was well
planned and supplied. According to his
contract, deSoto was to conquer, pacify,
and settle 200 leagues of La Florida's
coast (taking with him 500 men and
supplies for 18 months), and build three
stone forts. De Soto paid for the Florida
expedition with his own newly acquired
wealth. In addition to members of his
army who had previ9usly fought with
him in the New World, the expedition
included people with a variety of skills,
such as tailors, shoemakers, stockingmakers, notaries, farriers, trumpeters,
and servants. At least two Spanish
women and a dozen Catholic priests
accompanied the army. Close to a thousand sailed from Spain in ten ships.
While gathering supplies in Cuba, de
Soto sent a party ahead to reconnoiter
the landing site, a large protected harbor
called Bahia Honda (Tampa Bay). It is
clear that he knew that Bahia Honda was
the best location along the Gulf coast for
harboring and unloading his ships. Maps
and navigation information were widely
available, including information gathered by previous Spaniards like Panfilo
de Narvaez, who had traveled overland
from near Tampa Bay to the coast south
of Tallahassee in 1528.
just prior to sailing for La Florida, de
Soto wrote his will. His beloved Isabel
would stay behind in Cuba to carry out
the functions of governor and secure his
supply lines.

The landing in Bahia Honda (Tampa
Bay) during late May, 1539, was not
without opposition. A horse was lost and
several of his men were wounded. With
camp established, six weeks were
devoted to scouting the surrounding territory and gaining information. It was
determined that they were in the territory of the U<;ita Indians, who apparently controlled the area from the Little
Manatee River south-southwesterly to
the Gulf of Mexico. Another Indian
group, the Mocoso, controlled the eastern part of the bay to the north, encompassing the Alafia River. Each of these
groups, as well as others in the Tampa
Bay region, was composed of several villages under the overallleadersh ip of one
chief.
DeSoto and his men set up their
camp in one of the towns controlled by
the U<;ita. The Gentleman of Elvas (one
of some 20 Portuguese knights along on
the expedition) wrote that the town consisted of "seven or eight houses, built of
timber, and covered with palm leaves.
The chief's house stood near the beach,
upon a very high mount made by hand
for defense; at the other end of the town
was a temple, on the top of which
perched a wooden fowl with gilded
eyes."
These Tampa Bay-region Indians lived
by fishing and collecting foodstuffs from
the lands adjacent to the bay. Evidently,
farming was relatively unimportant to
the U<;ita and Mocoso, because it was
only after traveling several days inland
that the Spanish first encountered maize
(Indian corn) fields. Perhaps the inland
farmers maintained some m i I itary and
political hold over the coastal dwellers,
because the U<;ita and Mocoso chiefs
paid tribute to a powerful inland chief
named Urri paracoxi.

To the Apalachee
In the heat of early July, deSoto, with
about 500 men and a number of captive
Indian bearers, moved inland, leaving
some men and supplies in reserve at
their Tampa Bay camp. Passing through
the territory of the Mocoso, the expedition went into the territory of Urriparacoxi, some 20-30 leagues from Tampa
Bay, heading for the Withlacoochee
River.
Along the entire route the treatment of
the Indians by the Spanish was, by our
standards, very cruel. Indians were
enslaved to serve as bearers and were
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often placed in chains and shackles to
prevent them from escaping. Mutilating
or killing Indians and capturing leaders
or hostages in order to command obedience was regularly practiced. The
Spanish also used trained dogs to run
down and attack fleeing Indians. Spain's
conquest of La Florida was by force, not
diplomacy. As a result, when the opportunity presented itself, the Indians retaliated with quick, guerilla-like skirmishes.
Once across the With lacoochee River
the expedition entered the territory of
the Cale Indians where deSoto intended
to spend the winter. The Uc;ita Indians
had told de Soto about Cale's wonders.
While still at Tampa Bay, deSoto wrote
to associates in Cuba that the town of
Cale was so large and so extolled by the
Indians that he could not even repeat all
the things they said. He also reported
that the Indians promised they would
find food, gold, silver, and pearls in great
abundance.
Upon arrival, however, Biedma (the
Crown's representative) was I ittle
impressed. He wrote, "We found it to be
a small town ... We got some maize,
beans, and little dogs, which were no
small relief to people who came perishing with hunger." Cale did not contain
enough stored food for de Soto' s army,
and a foray was made to the Acuera Indians to the east to gather maize.
The Florida Indians quickly understood the Spaniard's desires forfood and
wealth and often tried to steer them to
sources located elsewhere, apparently
in the hope that they would leave. At
Cale, de Soto was once again told that
what he was seeking was further north
where there was a "large province
abounding in maize, called Apalachee."
DeSoto was unsure if he should winter
in Cale or seek Apalachee. Finally he
decided to leave most of his army at Cale
and take a smaller force northward to
Apalachee.
North of Cale the expedition traveled
through a region where corn was easier
to obtain, de Soto and his smaller force
moved rapidly from Indian town to
Indian town, taking the aborigines'
stored food for themselves. They
camped at ltaraholata, Potano, Utinamacharra, and two more villages before
crossing the Santa Fe River (River of Discords) and arriving at the town of Aguacaleyquen. While at that town, deSoto
sent messengers to his men at Cale to tell
them to join him. DeSoto found himself

in a populous region inhabited by a well
organized people who harassed the
Spanish whenever possible.
Crossing the Suwannee River (River of
Deer) the expedition moved rapidly
westward, through Ucachile lands. The
Spaniards crossed the Aucilla River and
entered the territory of the Apalachee
Indians, the largest and most politically
complex group in Florida. After marching several days, the major Apalachee
town was reached. There, where modern day Tallahassee is, de Soto decided
to spend the winter of 1539-40. He set
up camp. Word was sent back to Tampa
Bay for his reserves to bring the supplies
and join him.
DeSoto's trash became archeological
treasure when the remains of this Apalachee site were uncovered in 1987 by
B. Calvin Jones of the Florida Division of
Historical Resources. Today Division
archaeologists are continuing to excavate the site.

Beyond Apalachee (Tallahassee)
Breaking camp in March, 1540, the
expedition, led by Indian guides, moved
north-northeast across modern day
Georgia into South and then North Carolina. From North Carolina, deSoto, his
men, and Indian bearers headed
northwesterly, crossing the Appalachian
Mountains into what is now Tennessee.
Knowing that great wealth had been discovered in mountainous regions of Peru

(among the Inca) and central Mexico
(among the Aztec), deSoto hoped to find
similar wealth in the mountainous areas
of La Florida.
But the Appalachian Mountains did
not offer mineral wealth, and de Soto
and his army proceeded southwesterly
through the Piedmont across the northwest corner of Georgia and well into
Alabama before again turning northwest
across Mississippi. In May, 1541, they
reached the Mississippi River, which
they called Rio Grande (Great River).
The next year was spent in Arkansas,
traveling from town to town still searching for wealth. Finally the army returned
to the Mississippi River, where deSoto,
sick with a fever, died on June 20, 1542.
The expedition, now led by Luis deMoscoso, attempted to walk southwesterly
across Texas to reach New Spain (Mexico). After traveling hundreds of miles,
Moscoso decided that the effort was
futile and the army retraced its steps to
the Mississippi River, arriving in
December.
During the first six months of 1543,
they labored to build flat-bottomed
boats on which they could float down
the Mississippi River and paddle along
the Gu If coast to the safety of New
Spain. The expedition set out down the
river in late June, 1543, and reached the
Gulf twenty days later. On September
10, over four years after they had left
H

An early eyewitness representation of the natives of La Florida,
drawn bt; Jacques Le Moyne about 1565.
Etched and published by Theodore deBry in 1591.
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Cuba, 311 survivors reached a Spanish
settlement on the River of Panuco in
New Spain (near present-day Tampico,
Mexico), ending their incredible journey.

A Land Forever Changed
In terms of the contract drawn up
between the King of Spain and deSoto,
the expedition was a failure. However,
de Soto's entrada into La Florida provided Spain with a great deal of information. DeSoto and his army were the
first Europeans that most of the aborigines they encountered had ever seen.
Unfortunately, in that initial contact
were the seeds of the destruction of the
native cultures. De Soto's first winter's
camp in Tallahassee marked the beginning of the end for the aboriginal peoples. Old World diseases introduced by
the de Soto expedition, and by other
Spaniards, spread almost unchecked
through the Indian populations.
Epidemics continued for 200 years. By
the early eighteenth century the people
who had inhabited the region for 14,000
years had disappeared, victims of European conquest. Florida had been
changed forever, not by sword but by
IIIII
disease.

AFTER DE SOTO

A Spanish Viewpoint
lfllill"'''lll'""''llhe huge territories visited and
reconnoitered by Hernando
de Soto's valiant expedition,
ranging over ten states of the
Union (Florida, Georgia, South Carolina,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana and
Texas), remained the property of the
war-like Indian nations, proud and hostile toward the white man, until well into
the nineteenth century. Then, it took the
might of fully equipped modern armies
to overcome decisively the resistance of

tribes that, three centuries earlier, a man
had tried to subdue with only a thousand
brave Spanish and Portuguese soldiers,
mounted on 350 horses: a visionary
from Extremadura, an incorrigible tempter of fate, Don Hernando de Soto, discoverer of the Mississippi, Knight of the
Ill
Americas.

from Miguel Albornoz, Hernando deSoto:
Knight of the Americas (New York: 1986),

p. 351.

An Indian Viewpoint

Jerald T. Milanich is curator in
Archeology at the Florida Museum of
Natural History and adjunct Professor of
Anthropology and Latin American Studies at the University of Florida. President
of The Southeastern Archaeological
Conference, past-president of The Society of Professional Archeologists, and a
fellow of The Explorers Club (New York),
Milanich recently completed preparation of "FIRST ENCOUNTERS: Spanish
Explorations in the Caribbean and the
United States, 1492-1570," a traveling
exhibit funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Suggested Further Reading:
John H. Hann, Apalachee: The Land
between the Rivers (Gainesville,
1988).
Jerald T. Milanich and Charles H. Fairbanks, Florida Archaeology (Orlando,
1987).
John R. Swanton, Final Report of the

United States deSoto Commission
(Washington, D. C., 1985 reprint).
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rothers! I have listened to
many talks from our great
father. When he first came
over the wide waters, he was
but a little man ... very little. His legs
were cramped by sitting long in his big
boat, and he begged for a little land to
light his fire on ... But when the white
man had warmed himself before the
Indians' fire and filled himself with their
hominy, he became very large. With a
step he bestrode the mountains, and his
feet covered the plains and the valleys.
His hand grasped the eastern and the
western sea, and his head rested on the
moon. Then he became our Great
Father. He loved his red children, and he
said, "Get a little further, lest I tread on
thee ... "

Brothers I have listened to a great
many talks from our great father. But they
always began and ended in this-"Get a
little further; you are too near me."

Spoken by Speckled Snake, an aged
Creek more than 100 years old, in the
year 1829, when President Andrew jackson recommended that all the Creeks,
Chickasaws, Cherokees, Choctaws and
Seminoles leave their eastern homes and
take themselves westward, out of the
white man's way, beyond the
Mississippi.
from T. C. Mcluhan, Touch the Earth: A
Self-Portrait of Indian Existence (New York:
1971), p. 73.

FLORIDA ENDOWMENT
for the HUMANITIES
3102 North HabanaAvenue • Suite 300• Tampa, Florida33607
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NEW BOARD MEMBERS
ancy Ford (Tampa) and
Eugene Lyon (St. Augustine)
were elected to four year
terms (class of 1992) on the
FEH board at the May meeting, out of
over 100 nominations. Tille K. Fowler
(Jacksonvi lie), having originally been
elected for one year, to fill an unexpired
term (class of 1988), was elected to an
additional three year term (class of
1991 ).
Completing their terms on the Board
with the May meeting were Josephine
Davidson (Daytona Beach) and Paul
Prosperi (Palm Beach), who are now
permanently enrolled among the alumni
of the FEH Board and endearingly considered friends of FEH.

Nancy Ford, executive director of the
Volvo World Cup '89, which will bring
the premier event in international equestrian show jumping competition to
Tampa, is a native of Tampa and a graduate of Randolph-Macon Woman's College. Her remarkable career includes
pioneering the development of bank
services for executives and professionals
at the First National Bank of Florida (now
First Florida Bank)-where she also instigated corporate collections of contemporary art at Tampa's First National and
Tallahassee's Lewis State banks. More
recently Ford has been responsible for
strengthening the ties between the University of South Florida and its community (15 counties on Florida's west coast,
with 27% of the state's population), and
putting the University of South Florida
Medical Center on the map. In 1985 she
was named Executive Woman of the
Year by the Network of Executive
Women. A past president of the International Alliance, Ford's professional
achievements are more than matched in
volunteer service. Her special interests

in children, health, the arts, and human
development have led her to serve on
several city and state commissions, and
preside over many boards and councilsincluding The Arts Council of Tampa
and the Florida Gulf Coast Symphony
(which she helped to create). Where
Mrs. Ford goes, people build, create,
and serve-with delight, pride, and
achievement.

Eugene Lyon, Director of the Center
for Historic Research of the St. Augustine
Foundation and Adjunct Associate Professor of History at the University of Florida, has led two lives. Backed by an M.S.
in government management from the
University of Denver (1953), his first
career was as fiscal agent for cities,
counties and community colleges in
Florida and the African Congo. But history was his real love. Graduate work at.
the University of Florida led to a Ph. D.
in 1973. While doing spade work in
Spanish archives, Lyon uncovered sixteenth century information by which he.
could direct Mel Fisher to the location of
the Atocha and its treasure. His persistent gathering, sorting, and interpreting of
the early Spanish record is changing
public perceptions of Florida's past
through National Geographic articles
and his boo~s: The Enterprise of Florida
(1977), The Search for the Atocha
(1979), and The Spanish North Ameri-

can Conquest by Pedro Menendez de
Aviles, 1568-1577 (forthcoming). Now
involved in the reconstruction of Columbus's ships, Lyon is one of those who is
transforming the celebration of the
Quincentenary of Columbus's first voyage into exciting new vistas on ancient
American history.
II

News
NOTES

FEH
Rated Excellent
FEH has been given a special grant of
$50,000 as a 1988 Merit Award, by the
chair of The National Endowment for
The Humanities, Lynne V. Cheney.
Awarded only to state humanities councils whose programs are cited as "excellent" by independent reviewers and The
National Council on the Humanities, the
Merit Award is a rare tribute. This is the
first time Florida has received it.
Earlier, FEH was given an Exemplary
Award for its "Spanish Pathways in Florida" project. Only two other states
received both a Merit Award and an
Exemplary Award this year.
A special vote of thanks goes to the
many Floridians who responded to the
questionnaire sent to them last fall, as
part of the preparation for the review
process. Without their help this Merit
Award would not have been possible. II

Atlanta: Dawn's Early Light: Ralph
McGill and the Segregated South, a 90
minute, made for TV film, premiered
here on May 15. The packed house
required a second showing opening
night. Another 250 people came to an
afternoon screening and panel discussion the following Saturday. National
release on PBS is planned for early 1989.
Featuring Burt Lancaster as the voice
of McGill, the film includes comments
by such Floridians as Eugene Patterson of
The St. Petersburg Times. Funding for
the film was provided by FEH, eight
other state humanities councils, the
Atlanta journal/Constitution, and others.
Groups of Floridians who wish to see
and discuss the film prior to general
release may do so by applying to the FEH
Speakers Bureau. David Shedden of The
Poynter Institute and archivist for the
Nelson Poynter Collection will join you
for a discussion of the film. Scheduling
will be subject to prior booking and the
appropriateness of your application.
Further information and application
forms may be obtained from the FEH
office.
II
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NEH EXEMPLARY AWARD

Written to the
FORUM

Given for

"Commemoration" is a superb job.
One of the most thoughtful expressions
on the nature of our major commemorations that I have ever seen. Congratulations on producing such an excellent
pub Iication.
I have been involved in the planning
of the bicentennial of the U.S. House of
Representatives and have had a close
relationship with the Commission on the
Bicentennial of the U. S. Constitution,
chaired by former Chief Justice Burger.
Overall, I have been disappointed in the
shallowness of the commemoration thus
far. Too much emphasis has been placed
on glitzy media events and excessively
pietistic and purified references to the
past.
Your publication has renewed my faith
and resolve to continue to fight for a better balance between ceremony and real
substance in our national commemorations. Is there any way I could get 10 or
15 copies of "Commemoration" to
spread around on Capitol Hi II and
among the staff of the U.S. Commission?

"Spanish Pathways in Florida"
,_"~~~~~~"""~~~'he

National Endowment for
the Humanities has granted
FEH $66,000 as an Exemplary
Award in recognition of the
importance of our "Spanish Pathways in
Florida." To help Floridians, and the
nation, anticipate the significance of the
five-hundreth anniversary of Christopher Columbus "sailing the ocean blue"
in 1992, this project is designed to
restore to their proper place the paths
that lead back to Spain.
The first major event of the project is a
conference being held on Monday,
November 14, 1988, in Tampa's historic
Ybor City. Restricted to invitees and
applicants, the conference is designed to
initiate a network of Florida's best journalists, museums, historical societies,
libraries, and other information professionals with the finest Spanish-American
scholars in the world (many of whom are
Florida residents). Together they will prepare to bring to Florida, the nation, and
the world the drama and sweep of Spanish discovery, contact, and settlementtogether with native actions and reactions-in Florida. Topics will include
archeology, Hispanic women, art, politics, and all the continuities and discontinuities therein.
In conjunction with the conference a

booklet listing Florida's historical
resources and sites will be made available for general distribution. A book of
essays devoted to specific paths leading
back to Spain and the people who have
trod them-such as Pedro Menendez de
Aviles (founder of St. Augustine), Jose
Marti (Cuban patriot), and Mario Sanchez (a contemporary artist)-wi II come
from the conference. A traveling exhibit
highlighting the achievement of ten historical figures who participated in the
tensions and continuities that tie Florida
to Spain will be developed from the conference. And there is expected to be a
multiplier effect in the print and electronic media, and through exhibits and
other programs in the museums, libraries and galleries of Florida.
If you would like to participate in the
Span ish Pathways Conference on
November 14, and have not already
applied, please phone the FEH office
a.s.a.p. There is no registration fee.
Lunch will be provided. And FEH is able
to pay for the expenses (up to $150,
including overnight lodging) of thirty-six
(36) selected persons involved in appropriate museum, library or historical
society work. Final reservations must be
made before November 4.
IIIII

Raymond W. Smock
Historian and Director
Office for the Bicentennial
U. 5. House of Representatives
Washington, 0. C.
(Done, Ed.)

Hearty thanks for a superb piece of
work! The layout, photography, and editing strike me as splendid. Here on campus reactions have been enthusiastic.
IIIII

Mary F. Rogers
Pensacola, f

NEW
GRANT APPLICATION DEADLINES
1988-89
For regular projects expected to begin after january 2, 1989.
o Preliminary Application form due by October 3, 1988
o Final date for submission ofcompl<lted Proposal/Contract
form (28 copies) is November 4 1 1988
o Decision by December 91 1988

For regular projects expected to begin after October 9, 1989
o Preliminary Applic<Jtion form due by July 7, 1989
o Final date for submission of completed Proposal/Contract
form (28 copies) is August 7,1989
o Decision by September 18, 1989

For regular projects expected to begin after May 1, 1989
o Preliminary Application form due by january 31, 1989
o Final date for submission of completed Proposal/Contract
form (28 copies) is March 3, 1989.
o Decision by April7, 1989

For a// media projects (once a year only)
o Preliminary Application form due by November 4, 1988
o Final date for submission of completed Proposal/Contract
form (28 copies) is january 13, 1989
o Decision by April7, 1989
o To begin no earlier than May 1, 1989
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Critics

FORUM

Whodunitthe Art & Tradition of
Mystery Literature

Key West, January 14-17, 1988:
his sixth annual Key West Literary Seminar was exceptionally well run, and eminently
worth doing. It advanced the
value and utility of the humanities as a
means of dramatizing the richness of
human experience, and as providing
techniques for evaluating that experience. The participants were, with a few
exceptions, well prepared. All were
knowledgeable. A goodly number were
superb-witty, to the point, and sensitive
to the need to relate the detective/crime/
suspense novel to important social,
political, and aesthetic issues of American life. The audience constantly interacted with the participants and with
each other in fruitful discussion.
Wherever one went in Key West, there
were signs (literally and figuratively) of
the seminar. All the local publications, it
seemed, had articles and notices of it.
The town bookstore had a special display, the historical society cooperated,
even the restaurants advertised the
event.
Major sessions were conducted in the
Tennessee Williams Fine Arts Center at
the Florida Keys Community College,
situated (as a symbol of the mixed local
culture perhaps, or representing the
relationship between art and society) on
the beautiful Gulf of Mexico, next to
what appears to be the town dump.
Format: The conference's format was
simple and effective. There was an
"Opening Address," which was really
not a keynote address, followed by a
series of panels taking place over a twoday period. The intellectual fare served
was sometimes light and sometimes
substantial, but always palatable.
The panel discussions varied in quality, as did the panelists. Sometimes the
mixes produced memorable commentary, witty and rich in content, occasionally not. That is the nature of groups of
panels and troops of panelists. Often
lllfi"""'lllll'll!lll!lllll

novel. As Professor Bruccol i noted, a
writer such as Chandler used "hardboiled language to express American
values," critical values. What he produced is "Jane Austen with bullets,"
social analysis employing the politics of
violence and frequently dealing with a
cross-section of classes.
Otto Penzler contended that the mystery form was "mainly for us conservatives," for the solution of the mystery
preserves and "protects the status quo,"
dramatizes the hero pitted against those
"who rip the social fabric." Panelist
Bruccoli disagreed, contending that the
vernacular detective novel displays the
rottenness of society. The hero redresses
a few wrongs. Outside the small territory
that the hero cleans up, society stretches
vast and corrupt and evil. Most modern
detective
heroes have no illusion of makThe intellectual fare served was
ing society any better.
Marily Stasio, a feisty lady, declared
sometimes light and sometimes
that the detective hero was the man who
substantial, but always palatable, fixed things, but only temporarily. We
are satisfied that evi I has been stoppedbut we know the cessation is only for the
moment.
A read letter (though this was not genValues: One of the first panelists, Pro-~
fessor Bruccoli, showed how to inform erally a read letter day, thankfully) from
while entertaining, by presenting an Robin Winks proposed that detective
overview of the history of detective fic- fiction from around the world was valution. He discussed the essentially Amer- able for showing how crime was viewed
ican contributions to the genre, in different cultures, and investigated
emphasizing the role of the hard boiled various approaches to how societies
detective in presenting-through use of dealt with law and order, thus reflecting
vernacular Language-a different slant the values most central to the disparate
on human behavior than was common cultures. (He might have used Dostoevin the "intellectual puzzle" variety of ski's remark that we can judge the
detective novel. What I would like to degree of development in a society
underscore about the discussion that fol- through examining its prisons.)
Carl Hiassen-witty, willing to speak,
lowed is that while its surface topic was
the history and legacy of detective novel and well prepared-suggested that ours
genres, much of the talk was about the was a very rapidly changing society, a
value systems detective novels investi- voracious society that consumed great
gate, and how those systems are ana- amounts of cultural detail. The media
lyzed while being dramatized-for
example in a typical Raymond Chandler

panelists decided to "wing it," and in
doing so exhibited a faltering sense of
flight. But once they got into their subjects, were challenged or interacted,
they became more informative and
more to the point.
A number of highly relevant events
punctuated the panel discussions, providing a change in milieu and atmosphere. For example, some excellent fi Ims
were shown and talked about throughout the conference, a display of art
(book-jacket illustrations, mainly) was
held in the local museum, and tours
showed the mysteries of Key West. By
good planning, the days were packed,
intense, and yet usually pretty relaxed.
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produced almost like a fast food chain
(my image, not Hiassen's) a fantastic and
very rapidly changing menu to satisfy
this appetite. Lawrence Block added that
the writer did not necessarily have a
message to deliver directly, in presenting
these cultural details, but that "honest
work represents the values of the person
who writes" detective fiction. The purpose of writing is not primarily to deliver
a cultural message. The writer's function
is to report the culture, though he or she
need not aim at stating a point of view
about the culture.
Professor Stowe added that he felt
detective fiction both reflected a culture's values, and produced or helped to
produce those values. Stowe contended
that detective writers influence their
readers by "penetrating" their minds
with the writer's own thoughts, and thus
potentially influencing them. Moreover,
according to Stowe, detective writers
were' often not conservatives who
upheld the values of their communities,
but critics of the society around them.
Puzzles: Mary Higgins Clark was
introduced as a woman who had made
millions through her writing, after an
existence as a housewife. The attraction
of her wealth was mesmerizing! Millions
sitting there! She was very witty, well
prepared, and to the point. Clark said
that in her novels "everybody has a
piece of the puzzle in their hands," but
that often characters "don't know what
they know." Her job is to bring these
pieces together-or permit someone in

the novel to do so, and "to marry logic to
intuitional feeling."
Charles Willeford was extremely
funny, a kind of crackerbarrel coot who
could quote Yeats or Blake and knew
what he was doing every moment, I suspect. He played off well against Clark's
more crisp and reserved, urban sharp
style. He felt that character was more
important than puzzle, that it was fun to
find out what happened when characters interacted.
Katzenbach seemed to agree, adding
that "whydunit" was more important
than "whodunit," that the depiction of
motives and behavior gave mysteries
their special flavor.
Art and Commerce: Elmore Leonard
and Donald Westlake were devastingly
funny on the subject of how art and
commerce clashed frequently in moviemaking-surely an important social
concern that not only the film industry
must confront. Leonard told a hilarious
and bizarre tale of how his gritty novel
Unknown Man No. 81 was nearly turned
into a light musical comedy, as higher
ups in the Hollywood scheme
demanded scene by scene and line by
line changes in his originally realistic
script (the city of action is changed from
Detroit to Los Angeles; an old, battered
car is turned into a new Porsche; a process server is changed into a night-club
performer).
Mr. Westlake described how the star
system ki lied the whodunit-the star
was the one who could neither be killed

nor commit the murder. No one wanted
to play the psychopath protagonist of his
chilling "The Stepfather" because all the
better known actors feared the "Tony
Perkins syndrome": one stabbing in a
shower and you are dead forever, typecast eternally.
Leonard and Westlake, aided by Benson and Suggs, constantly referred to
what is truly a pervasive cultural conflict
in our society, between art (or even
entertainment) and commerce, and discussed the problems this forced marriage thrust upon the writer-a lone,
relatively helpless figure in a world of
shark-like producers and octopul financial backers. But neither glorified the
writer (and by implication the writer's
values) without some satiric backlash of
wit.
Overall: Key West is not the easiest
place in the world to get to-1 flew there
from Miami in a plane that I believe Tom
Neal shot down in the World War II film,
"Behind the Rising Sun"-but the trip
was worth it. The conference panels
were substantial, entertaining and
informative. They constantly debated,
with help from the audience, important
social, political, aesthetic, and cultural
issues. They demonstrated the value of
humanities' training and techniques. II

Jack Moore
Independent Evaluator

Tour to Key West literary Seminars: This year for the first time
special arrangements have been made for people anywhere in the
United States to participate in the Seventh Annual Key West Literary Seminar, The American Short Story: A Renaissance, jan 12-15,
1989, at a modest cost.
Special air fares are available from any place in the U. S. Or you
can travel by motor coach from the west coast of Florida, departing from as far north as Pasco County and other points on the route
from St. Petersburg to Key West. Prices include lodging at Inn of
Wharf or Ocean Key House, breakfast and dinner daily, all Seminar
activities, entertainment on the last night, local transportation in
Key West, escort, bag, and taxes. Air package: (all departures are
the 15th) arrive the 11th = $799; arrive the 12th = $690., plus air
fare (special rates). Coach, january 11-16 (with an overnight at Key
Largo on jan. 11), $899 or $975 double occupancy, $1,199 single,
all expenses paid.
Interested? Contact:
Great Connections
8085 - 38th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33710
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Call toll free:
Florida (800) 237-6614
National (800) 237-5266
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HUMANISTIC VALUES/
A Forum

Michael Collins • William Proxmire s Martin E. Marty e Howard Nemerov

New Smyrna Beach: February 19-21, 1988, The
Atlantic Center for The Arts hosted its second annual forum
on Ethics· of Change, this year entitled "humanistic values
versus technological imperatives:' Though the title was set
in egalitarian [ower case, the speakers were capital letter
stars. There could have been no better introduction to the
current FEH emphasis on Ethical Dilemmas for Floridians.* Herewith are excerpts from the four major
addresses:

ichael Collins, astronaut,
the person responsible for
planning and completing
the National Air and
Space Museum, international voice for
the romance and hope of space exploration, set the pace in these words:
I'm a bit alarmed by the title of this
weekend's program: "humanistic values
versus technological imperatives." As if
the two were mutually exclusive. As if
technological imperatives are forces that
may have the potential to dehumanize
society.
It sounds as if the battle lines are
already drawn, and it's not just here. I
quote from a summary of a recent pub Iic
television program, "Who Lives? Who
Dies?" James Earl Jones narrates "an
examination of the current state of
American Medical Health Care, focusing on how the high costs of medical
technology is preventing many from
receiving necessary, often I ife-savi ng,
medical treatment."

The emphasis is almost always on
how technology causes problems: In
this case, choosing to examine the sociological impediments to some of the
remarkable medical advances that technology has enabled. Looking at the
impediments rather than rejoicing in the

It's a sobering experience to go out
into space and look back on this
planet ... crying aut for a unified
solution to its problems.
Michael Collins

beneficial aspects of these inventions.
But well and good, there is no point in
complaining that the playing field may
be ti Ited a bit. There are people who are
legitimately worried about technology,
and rightly so.
Why are we here? What are we wor-

ried about? Well, I think we are worried
about the good earth, and I would like to
tell you just a bit about what the good
earth looks like from a great distance
away, say a quarter of a million miles out
by the moon ... You just see this tiny little blue and white, very bright, shiny
blob out there, and the impression you
get, above all else, is one of great fragility, for some reason. I mean, you know
that it is solid enough because you've
walked it all your life, but it doesn't look
that way. It looks very, very fragile and
pristine and clean. In some ways that
view is correct, and in some ways it is
wrong. It is fragile; it is not clean.
When you get down on the surface,
what are the things that we are really
worried about today? There are three
great dangers, it seems to me. One is the
danger of nuclear war with the Soviet
Union; two is that Malthus was right
about the world population explosion;
and three is an ecological disaster of
some kind.

*The complete proceedings can be obtained from Donna Blagdan, Coordinator
of Special Programs, Atlantic Center for the Arts, 1414 Art Center Avenue,
New Smyrna Beach, Florida 32069, at the modest cost of $8.00
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FEH Florida Forum
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Collins focused on the bearing astronautics has on these three problems,
encouraging a global perspective on
alternative prospects.

William Proxmire, Senator from Wisconsin, got down to specifics.

My subject has a pretentious title, but
I think you'll see that what I'm trying to
It's a sobering experience to go out do lives up to it. The title is, "The Struginto space and look back on this planet gle for America's Soul," and I mean
and know no national borders but one every word of that. I want to discuss the
tiny little entity crying out for a unified most painful problem that Congress has
solution to its problems. Space could be when it comes to ethical decisions.
a great place to hold a summit meeting,
The most painful clash is with respect
to bring the political leaders of the globe to military technology. One obvious
together and say, "Look outthere; which dilemma that we all would recognize
one is your country? We can't even find right away is whether the scientist has an
it; we can't tell it from all the others. For ethical responsibility to use her or his
heaven's sake, let's all get together and skill to increase the lethal capability of
solve that problem of filth or poverty or her or his country, and her or his counpollution or ignorance or whatever." I try's military arsenal. Or does she or he
think that going out into space someday have an ethical responsibility to manwill result in meetings such as that, and kind to refuse to do that?
attitudinal changes, and help us to
Now, the ethical dilemma is even
develop the unified approach that we greater when you come to defensive,
are really going to need in the 21st purely defensive, weapons-an especially enormous problem when it comes
century.
to something that is as far reaching as the
Strategic Defense Initiative, or "Starwars." The ethical dilemma with respect
to SDI comes when a scientist is told he
We should never lose sight of the
could help achieve breakthroughs that
fundamental purpose of technologt;, could prevent the death of millions of his
countrymen.
which is to enrich and preserve

human life.
William Proxmire

Urging us not to get trapped in compartmented thinking, Collins suggested
that artists could give us a space age perspective on our ethical future. Then,
coming back down to earth, his final
words were:

Senator Proxmire followed with a
detailed argument demonstrating that:
1) If SO/ succeeded the world would
again be safe for the devastation of conventional war. But, 2) SO/ cannot succeed,. However, trying to make it
succeed would direct critical economic,
political, intellectual and moral
resources down a rat hole. Fortunately,
we won't be damned by the success of
SO/. Unfortunately, we will be damned if
we try to make it succeed.

I want to close with a couple of quoTo defend freedom and democracy
tations: Louis Branscomb, a professor at
Harvard's Kennedy School of Govern- and the I ives of our citizens is the
ment, writes, "Our technology is a faith- supreme ethical purpose. There is no
ful reflection of our values. If technology question about that. I don't have any
is a threat, it is we who are a threat to trouble with it. Very few members of
ourselves." And from Wernher von Congress have. any trouble with it. Very
Braun, "Technology and ethics are sis- few Americans doubt it.
A strong and effective military force
ters. While technology controls the
forces of nature around us, ethics con- provides that defense. We don't live in a
trols the forces of nature within us. The Sunday-School world. Gorbachav isn't
Ten Commandments are entirely ade- Mother Theresa. We recognize we live
quate to cope with all the problems that in a tough, hard, cruel world, and we
the technological revolution not only has have to have the strength to Iive in it.
The trouble is that SDI will make our
brought us, but will bring us in the
future." To which I would add only an military forces less effective and weaker.
eleventh commandment, "Thou shalt After all, what is the most important element in military strength in the modern
not turn back."
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world? Well, the answer is the economic
capacity to equip, to train, and to support a military force, strong enough to
defend our country; the economic
capacity to develop the technology that
makes those forces effective. I repeat, the
economic capacity, the economic
capacity. A strong economy is vital for
our defense, and certainly that strong
economy is seriously weakened by a trillion-dollar initial expenditure, followed
by a 150-billion-dollar-a-year expenditure forever, for a project that is clearly a
scientific turkey.
Now the second vital element in a
strong and effective military force for
America is a vigorous and effective technological base. Our country critically
depends on scientists and engineers to
maintain the superior quality of our
nuclear deterrent, as well as our conventional mi I itary strength. Scientists and
engineers are exactly what SOl would
divert to this empty loser of a project. It
would divert them not only from inquiries that could improve the health of our
people, and the happiness of our people,
to provide for a fuller life, but it would
also divert them from legitimate and
effective deterrent defense.
We should never lose sight of the fundamental purpose of technology, which
is to enrich and preserve human life. So
my conclusion, whether the SDI works
or fails, this immensely costly, supreme
technology can serve no ethical purpose.ltwill notenrich life; it will impoverish life. It will not preserve life; it will
destroy life.
Martin E. Marty-Fairfax M. Cone
Distinguished Service Professor of the
History of Modern Christianity at the
University of Chicago, winner of the
National Book award, president of the
American Academy of Religion, and a
founder of the Illinois Humanities Council-looked beyond the crunch between
space and earth, hope and despair, the
spirit and the machine.

Real history is made
when the sensitive crown of the
human heart tilts ever so slightly,
as from despair to hope,
from optimism to pessimism.
Martin Marty
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The ethical approach
which (assures)
the power of "spirit''
in the face
of the "machine" (is)
an "ethic of responsibility:'
Martin Marty

I recall some years ago a Chilean Jesuit, who worked among the really poor,
responding to those who would keep the
Chilean poor from suffering the dehumanizing effects of technology: "At least
let my people have your problems before
you impose your solutions."
When were the "good old days" of
pre-technological humanism? In medieval China or feudal Europe, when the
wall and the fortress were being built by
the virtually enslaved? In Egypt in the
days of the pyramids? On the American
frontier? Technology can be seen as an
enhancement of human aspirations and
instruments as well as a limiter, a threat.
Whoever thinks of chemical warfare,
of genetic experiments gone awry, of
mass media manipulation, would have
another accounting. True. All that we
intend here is to confirm not optimism
but what Viktor Frankl observed in the
final heroic and generous action of some
doomed death camp victims: that one
freedom no one can take away. That is
the freedom to choose among alternative attitudes in the face of crisis.

Marty followed by pointing out that
resources in the humanities can stimulate the imagination and direct us to
human significance as we choose our
history.
Real history is made when the sensitive crown of the human heart tilts ever
so slightly, as from despair to hope, from
optimism to pessimism. The humanities
help us discern why such moves occur.

Marty showed how the humanities
enable us to identify norms in a world of
power, find stability in a time of change,
and develop personal options in the face
of impersonal structures. Which is to say
ethical approaches.
The ethical approach which most

helps to assure the power of "spirit" in
the face of the "machine" seems to me
to be an "ethic of responsibility." Such
an ethic calls for an epochal shift in sensibilities. I like to relate its call to a
sequence of three Latin phrases which,
one can argue, connect approaches to
humanities and humanism in the West
through the centuries. Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy posed them.
First is credo ut intelligam, Anselm's
"I believe in order that I may understand." This is the faith-based wisdom
that gave rise to the medieval universities and learning. Truth, in this circumstance, is divinely revealed and humanly
grasped and put to work.
Second is cogito ergo sum, Descartes'
way of licensing the modern university
and its approach to humane learning.
Now the good way is pursued through
critical intelligence, doubting, skepticism, inquiry. However, noted Rosenstock-Huessy, it also produced the bad
side of technology, including modern
weaponry. This version with its accent
on the autonomy of the individual self
still dominates and may have much to
teach us, but it now needs complementarity in what a third phrase suggests.
Respondeo etsi mutabor, "I respond
although I will be changed," moves from
the Cartesian notion that truth is gained
through critical inquiry to one which
poses a social or communal address to
life. If the first phrase has a highly purposive "ut" to connect it, I do something
"in order" to do something else; if the
second has an equally directional and
mastering "ergo," "therefore" something occurs as a result of an inquiry or
act; now the connecting word is "etsi,"
"although," a word that turns back upon
the reflecting self.

This ethic of responsibility, according
to Marty, can enable us to imagine a
future in which we are able to respond
to the "Other," the transcendent, Cod. It
also offers us a future in which we are
able to respond both to the environment
and fellow humans in the "imagination
of politics." And, finally, it can ground us
in responsibility to ourselves. But,
opportunity is no certainty.
I do not for a moment contend that we
know the outcome of human history,
that humans will not incinerate or obliterate themselves. That the machine will
not come under the domain of the totalitarian, the Total Persuader, the ultimate

manipulators. That the environment will
survive the assaults of technology on it.
I do have a fear that the worst wi II happen unless responsible selves emerge,
people of imagination with energies to
put imagination to work in culture and
society.
The issue will not be, "Is a technological future avoidable?" It is here. The
question will become and remain, "Is a
humane technological order possible?"
Howard Nemerov-Edward Mallinckrodt Distinguished University Professor of English at Washington
University in St. Louis, poet, critic, novelist, winner of both the Pulitzer Prize
and National Medal of Arts for Poetry,
and currently our national Poet Laureate-wrapped up the forum in stories.
Telling stories and ruminating on them
is, he argued, the foundation of human
life. It is the argument along the way, the
reflections, thea/fusions, the ruminations,
that are often more important than
where a story comes out. Therein lay the

I have never seen the argument I
couldn't lose both sides of, sometimes at the same time. If you must
be a loser, be a virtuoso at it.
Howard Nemerov

·richness of his discourse, hinted at in
this by-word:
My only defense is that I am conducting the argument and if I can't make my
side win I must be truly no-good at all. I
add that I have never seen the argument
I couldn't lose both sides of, sometimes
at the same time. If you must be a loser,
be a virtuoso at it.

But, to begin at the beginning, as
every story should, Nemerov got his tale
going with these observations:
The scientist at his proper work examines whatever story is told with the aim
of seeing about its fit with the real,
meaning the physical, world. If it fits
with the evidence, and is not in contradiction with currently established laws,
it is science.
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To the imperfect extent that

mind and world communicate
with one another
language is their medium.
Howard Nernerov

It is the charge and vocation of the
humanist to interpret stories, the stories
of the tribe, whatever they happen to be
... We don't in general do it well, this
translation out of story into thought, but
it is necessary even though not done
well; for it is where what we call thought
comes from.

In each case our stories speak about
our minds and our world, they speak of
our mind in our world, and they speak
from our mind to our worlds.
To the imperfect extent that mind and
world communicate with one another,
language is their medium. The main
access of mind to world by means of language is metaphor, simile, analogy: having one literal term drawn from
(abstracted from) the material world and
our actions upon it (such as force), and
one inferred and spiritual or mental
term .... That seems to be the way in
which abstract thought arose, and is a
chief source of science and poetry
together. Compare modern Greek,
where metaphorai are moving vans.

Nemerov proceeded through a series
of resonances and scholia on three sci-

MICHAEL COLLINS
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entific!human stories. Toward the end of
his tale he brought the argument down
to this point:
Where we all get together, whatever
we study, is on the question of the soul's
relation to the body, or the mind's relation to the world ... Our predisposition
to believe that science will at last do all
suggests that the answer might come
from ne u rophys io logy, a subject
immensely advanced in knowledge and
power during this century. But there may
be reason to doubt that this art, however
much it may elucidate what happens in
terms of electrical and chemical transactions, will make the gap between sensation and thought, or perception, less
than absolute. The mind remains a
secret such as Bluebeard's room was, or
the black box.
The black box not improperly nor
impiously suggests a coffin. Its original
meaning was an enemy device which
could not be opened for inspection
because it probably was designed to
blow up in your face; its mechanism
could only be inferred, and inferred only
from the impulses that went into it and
the results, or information, that came
out. A secondary meaning, but one that
has become primary since World War II,
is the something between input and output that the designer of an experiment
requests of the engineers and enters into
his diagram as a black box, that is, something the engineer u11derstands (and he
doesn't) but that wi II encompass the
transformation he wants.
So if the brain is such an infernal or
heavenly contraption as a black box,
accessible to surgery but not to under-

WILLIAM PROXMIRE

MARTIN E. MARTY

standing, our only means to what it does
is what comes out, and what comes out
is stories-history stories, science stories, fairy stories, lies, jokes, paradoxes,
law stories, stories about animals, devi Is,
gods.
If science and technology have
brought into fact many marvelous things
which formerly were but fable and fantasy, it is all the same the immense
power of wish, dream, fairy tale, myth,
to have dictated what fantasies were to
be actualized. To fly fast and far, to see
distant things without stirring from
before the crystal ball, to communicate
instantaneously with persons far away, to
ask and it shall be given-just dial our
toll free number-to see in the dark
even to summon up the dead, though a~
yet they tell us only what they told us
before, all these are the common ambitions of wizards and witches and shamans and their clients, but now done
every day without much fuss or notice.
What we communicate instantaneously,
what we see of distant places of the
world, are as much or I ittle to be
inspected as are our reasons for flying so
far so fast so often; they are the ancient
dreams of humankind, and we do'em
because it is the law from the beginning
that what is dreamed is done, even to the
end of the world.
II

it is the law frmn the beginning
that what is dreamed is dmte . . .
Howard Nemerov

HOWARD NEMEROV
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Teacher Training Institutes held: FEH, in conjunction with the
Florida Department of Education, sponsored nine teacher training
institutes this summer. When the last institute adjourned on August
19, a total of 170 teachers had participated in a week of insight,
intellectual discovery, and professional refreshment. Books had
been read, archeological sites visited, sponge boats explored,
meetings held with people of diverse cultures, everything being
thought through and talked over.
The institutes, and their local sponsors, were:
1. "Multicultural History of the St. Johns River," sponsored by the
Theater Center, Deland
2. "Florida Fusion: An Exploration of a Multidimensional Culture," sponsored by the Florida Historical Society, Tampa
3. "South Florida: Its Cultural Experience," sponsored by the Historical Association of South Florida, Miami
4. "Mirroring Diversity: The Florida Ethnic Experience in History,
Literature, and the Arts," sponsored by the City of Tarpon
Springs, Department of Cultural Affairs, Tarpon Springs
5. "Florida: The Melding Pot" sponsored by Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton
6. "Images of Florida in American Culture: Paradise/Paradise
Lost/Paradise Regained," sponsored by Rollins College,
Winter Park
7. "Patterns of Culture in Florida Life," sponsored by Manatee
Community College, Venice
8. "Multicultural Values Education," sponsored by the University
of West Florida, Pensacola
9. "Florida's Multi-Cultural History," sponsored by the Center for
Professional Development and Public Service, Florida State
University, Tallahassee
II

1988-89 Challenge
Conferences
P"'llilll"',..his year's FEH Florida Challenge Conferences wi II consider issues in Bioethics. Now
in their eighth year, these conferences are especially designed to
solicit thoughtful citizen evaluation of
issues with current legislative import.
Over 3,000 Floridians have participated
in these conferences sanctioned by both
the governor and the state legislature.
The report of the final state-wide conference is addressed to the governor and
shared with the legislature.
This year the conferences are being
co-sponsored by the Florida Community
Hospital Education Council (CHEC), the

The fall, 1987, FEH Forum Feature,
"Roadsides and Broadsides: A History of
Florida Tourism" by Gary Mormino, will
be reprinted in the 1989 edition of The
Florida Handbook. It was selected as a
special addition to The Handbook by
Allen Morris, Clerk Emeritus and Historian of the Florida House of Representatives.
II

Copies
of the
Final Report
of the 1987 Florida
Challenge Conferences on
"Voices of the Constitution:
An Ongoing Dialogue"
are available.

Please address your request
for a copy to the FEH office.
FindingFEH
We moved last December.
The FEH offices are located at:
3102 North Habana Avenue· Suite 300
Tampa, Florida 33607.

Intern/Oversight Committee of the Florida House of Representatives, and the
Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS). They will
explicitly involve members of the medical profession, which will ensure the
inclusion of both professional and nonprofessional points of view.
Specific attention wi II be given to five
areas of concern:
1. Ethics at the beginning of life
2. Ethics at the ending of life
3. Ethical obligations to the elderly
4. Rationing scarce resources
5. Relations between patients and
professionals.
Regional conferences wi II be held
during January and February. Conferences will begin on a Sunday evening
and continue all day Monday in the Pen-

sacola, Jacksonvi lie, Orlando, Tampa/St.
Petersburg, Ft. Lauderdale, and Miami
areas. The final state-wide conference
will be held in Tallahassee in March. A
common reader, speakers, and format
provide consistency to the conferences.
If you represent a not-for-profit organization in one of the designated cities,
we invite you to consider being the local
sponsor of a conference. Please tele-

phone the FEH office immediately if you
are interested. You will make local
arrangements and solicit participation
designed to include a broad range of
viewpoints. FEH will cover your costs.
You are particularly invited to participate in one of the Challenge Conferences. Mail in the form below.
To: FEH, 3102 N. Habana Ave., Suite
300, Tampa, FL 33607

I want to be involved in one of the
1988 Florida Clulllenge Conferences on issues in Bioethics.
Name:

Address: __________________________________________________________________________

-----------------------------------------Zip Code: ____________________
Telephone (days) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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wander here hand in hand . . .
what offiction could exceed in romantic interest
the history ofthis venerable State.
Edward King writing about Florida in
The Great South (1875)
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